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In memory of my little neighbor,
Lois Warner

Cloud - Shadows

Katharine Pyle

James H. Rogers

Slowly and dreamily

Voice

I wish I could ride on the shadows of clouds That drift a-cross the

Piano

hill; Over the meadow and out of sight They sweep so smooth and still.
O'er the daisy field they passed, And not a daisy stirr'd; They

moved like char-i-ots grand and slow, But nev-er a sound was heard.
molto tranquillo

wish I could ride on the shadows of clouds, Could ride till, the journey done, I'd

più lento  molto rall.

find myself at the end of the world, Where the earth and the sky are one.

più lento  molto rall.  a tempo

sempre tranquillo  pp  dim.
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Alone

From the Spanish

Moderato con moto

Waltz Time

Voices

"It isn't the thing you do, dear"

Maggie Elizabeth Sangster

Waltz Time

Piano

Piano
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"Oh, call it by some better name"

Thomas Moore
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